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Overconvergent cohomology, p-adic L-functions and
families for GL(2) over CM fields
Daniel Barrera Salazar and Chris Williams
Abstract
The use of overconvergent cohomology in constructing p-adic L-functions, initiated by
Stevens and Pollack–Stevens in the setting of classical modular forms, has now been estab-
lished in a number of settings. The method is compatible with constructions of eigenvarieties
by Ash–Stevens, Urban and Hansen, and is thus well-adapted to non-ordinary situations
and variation in p-adic families. In this note, we give an exposition of the ideas behind
the construction of p-adic L-functions via overconvergent cohomology. Conditional on the
non-abelian Leopoldt conjecture, we illustrate them by constructing p-adic L-functions at-
tached to families of base-change automorphic representations for GL(2) over CM fields.
As a corollary, we prove a p-adic Artin formalism result for base-change p-adic L-functions.
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Introduction
Let pi be an automorphic representation of a reductive group G, and let L(pi, s) be an attached
L-function. The Bloch–Kato conjecture for L(pi, s) relates its special values to arithmetic data
attached to pi, providing a deep link between analysis and arithmetic. Much of what we know
July 28, 2020. 2010 MSC: Primary 11F41, 11F67, 11F85, 11S40; Secondary 11M41
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about the Bloch–Kato conjectures has come from recasting them into a p-adic setting, relating
arithmetic data to a p-adic L-function Lp(pi), which is a p-adic analogue of L(pi, s).
We first recall some general expectations about p-adic L-functions. For clarity, in this in-
troduction we restrict to a special case. Let E be a number field of degree r + 2s, where r
(resp. s) is the number of real (resp. complex) places of E, and let G = ResE/Q GLn. Let pi be
an automorphic representation of G(A), and L(pi, ϕ) its standard L-function (with the variable
ϕ : E×\A×E → C× ranging over Hecke characters of E). We write Λ(pi, ϕ) for the L-function
completed with the factors at infinity. Then we expect:
Expectation A. 1. There exists a set of critical Hecke characters J , a set of signs Spi ⊂
{±1}2r, and a set of periods {Ωpi ∈ C× :  ∈ Spi}, such that for any ϕ ∈ J of ‘type ’, we
have
Λ(pi, ϕ)
Ωpi
∈ Q.
Here Spi = {±1}2r if n is even, yielding 2r periods; and it is a singleton set if n is odd,
giving only one (see e.g. [RS08, §1]). ‘Being of type ’ depends only on ϕ∞ and ϕf (−1).
2. If J is non-empty, then we can p-adically interpolate the algebraic values Λ(pi, ϕ)/Ωpi. By
class field theory, if ϕ is a Hecke character of E of conductor dividing (p∞), then there
is a corresponding character ϕ(p) on Galp(E), the Galois group of the maximal abelian
extension of E unramified outside p and ∞. Then there exists a p-adic distribution Lp(pi)
on Galp(E), satisfying a good growth condition, such that
Lp(pi, ϕp) ..=
∫
Galp(E)
ϕ(p)(x) · Lp(pi)
= (∗)Λ(pi, ϕ)Ωpi
,
for any ϕ ∈ J with p-power conductor, where (∗) is an explicit scaling factor including the
Euler factors at p.
3. The distribution Lp(pi) varies rigid-analytically as pi varies in a p-adic family over an
eigenvariety. (We describe precisely what this means in §I.6 and Theorem B below).
Remarks. – Membership of the set J corresponds to Deligne’s criterion for critical values of
motivic L-functions in [Del79], and can be characterised explicitly in this setting. There is a
set J∞ ⊂ Zr+2s of critical infinity types, and a Hecke character can be critical only if it has
infinity type ∞(ϕ) ∈ J∞. If n is even, this is also sufficient; if n is odd, then one must also
take a parity condition into consideration.
– In practice, before we can complete (2), we must add p to the level (if it is not already present)
via a choice of p-refinement (or stabilisation). This has the effect of deleting the Euler factors
at p, which cannot possibly vary p-adically, due to the presence of a ps term. The p-adic
L-function Lp(pi), and its interpolation and growth properties, will depend crucially on this
choice of refinement. We elaborate further in §I.1.
In practice, this program is hard to carry out. Part (1) is a fairly classical question which is
difficult in itself. There remain, however, many cases where we know (1) but not (2); and even
further where we know (2) but not (3). For example, for n > 3, we have a very poor under-
standing even for E = Q. In the case n = 3, let pi be a cohomological, trivial weight, p-ordinary
automorphic representation that is genuinely for GL3 (as opposed to, say, a symmetric square
transfer); then (2) is the expectation that Lp(pi) is a p-adic measure (a bounded distribution).
There remains, however, no construction of such an object∗. When E is not imaginary quadratic
or totally real, there is an additional complication: it is not at all clear what growth condition
Lp should satisfy in the non-ordinary case.
∗Such a construction will be the topic of forthcoming work of the second author with David Loeffler. A
construction of an unbounded distribution interpolating the L-values of pi was the main result of [Mah00].
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In this paper, in §I we give a survey of a method for pursuing this program that has given
very general results† in the context of GL2, that of overconvergent cohomology. An advantage of
this approach is that, unlike some more classical methods, it sees no difference between ordinary
and non-ordinary cases, instead using strictly weaker ‘small slope’ assumptions.
Further, it is possible to use overconvergent cohomology to construct p-adic weight families
[AS08, Urb11, Han17], which means the method is particularly well-adapted to approach (3).
We illustrate this in §II, where – assuming the non-abelian Leopoldt conjecture – we give new
cases of (3) in the case of the base-change of Hilbert modular forms to a CM extension, using the
construction of (2) given in our previous paper [BSW19]. More precisely, let f+ be a cuspidal
Hilbert eigenform over a totally real field E+, let E/E+ be a CM extension, and let f be the
base-change of f+ to E. We assume both f+ and f are non-critical in the sense of Definition I.17,
which is implied by being small slope (Theorem II.3); in particular, they give rise to points xf
and xf+ in respective eigenvarieties. LetX (Galp(E)) denote the rigid space of p-adic characters
on Galp(E).
Theorem B. Assume the non-abelian Leopoldt conjecture (Conjecture I.19). In any one-
dimensional subvariety of the Hilbert eigenvariety through xf+ , lying over a smooth rigid curve
in weight space, there exists a neighbourhood V+ and a rigid analytic function
Lp : V+ ×X (Galp(E)) −→ Cp
satisfying the following interpolation property:
• for any classical point y ∈ V+, corresponding to a Hilbert modular form g+y with base-
change gy ..= g+y /E,
• and for any Hecke character ϕ of E such that L(gy, ϕ) is a critical value,
we have
Lp(y, ϕ(p)) = cgy · (∗) ·
Λ(gy, ϕ)
Ωgy
,
for (∗) the same interpolation factor as above and cgy a p-adic period.
In particular, this holds for y = xf . We define the notion of critical Hecke character, and
make the interpolation terms precise, in Theorem II.5. The non-abelian Leopoldt conjecture is
explained in §I.7, and is required to control the degree of overconvergent cohomology in which
families appear.
In §III, we use this to prove a p-adic Artin formalism result; namely, that the p-adic L-
function of a base-change form factors in a manner analogous to the classical L-function after
restriction to the cyclotomic variable. We make this precise in Theorem III.2.
Acknowledgements: We thank the organisers of Escuela Latinoamericana de Geometría
Algebraica (ELGA), and the Universidad de Talca, for providing a stimulating place to do
mathematics; much of this paper was written there. We also thank Pak-Hin Lee and the
anonymous referee for their valuable comments and corrections on an earlier version of the
paper. DBS was supported by the FONDECYT PAI 77180007. CW was funded by an EPSRC
postdoctoral fellowship EP/T001615/1.
I Survey of the construction of p-adic L-functions
In this section, we give a survey of the construction of p-adic L-functions using overconvergent
cohomology, highlighting the key difficult steps. The construction is summarised in Figure 1,
which we will explain row by row. We maintain notation from the introduction.
†See [PS11, PS12, Bel12] for classical modular forms; [BS18, BSDJ17, BH17] for Hilbert modular forms;
[Wil17, BSW18] for Bianchi modular forms; and [BSW19] for general number fields.
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Figure I.1: Strategy for constructing p-adic L-functions
I.1 Set-up
Throughout this paper, fix an embedding Q ↪→ Qp. Let G/Q be a reductive group with a fixed
model over Z (which we will also denote G); the example of the introduction is G = ResE/Q GLn.
Write B = TN for the Borel, where T is the torus and N the unipotent subgroup. Let B− =
N−T denote the opposite Borel. Let A = R× Af denote the ring of adeles (of Q).
Let pi be a (regular, algebraic, cuspidal) automorphic representation of G(A). Let K(pi) be
the largest open compact subgroup of G(Af ) for which pi admits K-fixed vectors. We require
specific level at p; let
Ip ..= {g ∈ G(Zp) : g (mod p) ∈ B(Fp)}
denote the Iwahori. When G = GLn, Ip is group of matrices that are upper-triangular modulo p.
IfK(pi)p 6⊂ Ip, before p-adic interpolation is possible, we must take a p-refinement or stabilisation
of pi. This is a choice, for each p|p, of an eigenvector in piIp∩K(pi)pp for a Hecke operator Up, and
yields a collection of Up-eigenvalues (αp)p|p. For GLn, such a choice is equivalent to choosing
an ordering of the Satake parameters.
For GL2, there is only one sensible choice of operator Up, but for more general groups the
choice of Up can be subtle. It will be fundamental to all of our constructions, and we comment
further on the choice in §I.5.2.
Note in particular that the choice of p-refinement determines a cuspidal Hecke eigenform
f ∈ piK(p˜i), where K(p˜i)v = K(pi)v for all v - p and K(p˜i)p = Ip ∩ K(pi)p for all p|p. We
henceforth assume that the choice of p-refinement, the corresponding eigenform, and the Up-
eigenvalues αp are fixed, and denote all of this data by p˜i. We usually just write K in place of
K(p˜i) ⊂ G(Af ).
Example. If G = GL2 /Q, then B comprises upper-triangular matrices, and T is the diagonal.
If an automorphic representation pi is generated by a newform fnew ∈ Sk(Γ0(N)), then K(pi)
corresponds to the level Γ0(N), and K(pi)p = {
(
a b
c d
) ∈ G(Zp) : c ≡ 0 (mod pr)}, where pr||N .
We have two cases:
(a) If r > 0, then K(pi)p ⊂ Ip, and there is nothing to be done. Note that piIp∩K(pi)pp is in this
case a line, and there is a single choice of eigenform (and eigenvalue α).
(b) If r = 0, then piIp∩K(pi)pp = piIpp is two-dimensional, and the characteristic polynomial of Up
on this is X2− ap(fnew)X + pk−1. There are thus two p-refinements, corresponding to the
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roots α and β of this, which are conjectured to be distinct. These correspond to Hecke
eigenforms fα, fβ in Sk(Γ0(Np)) on which the Hecke operators for ` 6= p act with the same
eigenvalues as fnew (and on which Up acts as α, β respectively).
I.2 Classical cohomology
For this method to work, it is crucial that there exist cohomology classes φpi in the ‘classical’
cohomology, with p-adic coefficients, which moreover are eigenclasses for a natural Hecke action
with the same eigenvalues as f . Such classes are provided by classical automorphic theory, which
we now describe. Attached to any open compact subgroup of K ⊂ G(Af ), we have an associated
locally symmetric space
YK ..= G(Q)\G(A)/K◦∞K,
where K0∞ is a maximal compact-mod-centre subgroup of G(R). This decomposes into a finite
disjoint union of quotients of symmetric spaces by arithmetic subgroups of G(Q). If M is a
right K-module, it gives a local system M on YK , defined as the locally constant sections of
projection
G(Q)\[G(A)×M ]/K◦∞K −→ YK (I.1)
with action γ(g,m)zu = (γgzu,m|u), for γ ∈ G(Q), z ∈ K◦∞ and u ∈ K. Note this local system
is trivial if the centre Z(G(Q)) ∩K does not act trivially.
I.2.1 Classical coefficient sheaves
The cohomology we consider has coefficients in algebraic local systems, which arise as induced
representations of weight characters. A weight is a character of the torus T ; it is algebraic
if the character is algebraic. The weights we consider may be viewed p-adically as characters
T (Zp)→ Qp in a natural way. The weight of an automorphic representation pi, and whether or
not pi is cohomological, depends only on its infinite component pi∞. For the rest of the paper,
we will always assume λ is cohomological.
For a Zp-algebra R, and a p-adic weight λ, we define an algebraic representation – the
R-points of the representation of G of highest weight λ – via parabolic induction:
Vλ(R) ..= IndG(Zp)B−(Zp)λ
= {θ : G(Zp)→ R : θ is algebraic, θ(n−tg) = λ(t)θ(g) ∀n−, t, g}, (I.2)
where n− ∈ N−(Zp), t ∈ T (Zp) and g ∈ G(Zp). It is standard that, via restriction, Vλ(R) may
be identified with the set of functions θ : Ip → R satisfying (I.2) (e.g. [Urb11, §3.2.9] with trivial
). We also have the Iwahori decomposition Ip = I−p T (Zp)N(Zp), where I−p ..= Ip ∩ N−(Zp).
Thus by the transformation property any θ ∈ Vλ(R) is uniquely determined by its values on the
unipotent N(Zp).
The space Vλ(R) is naturally a left-G(Zp)-module by right translation; we then let u ∈ K
act via its projection up to G(Zp). The linear R-dual V ∨λ (R) ..= Hom(Vλ(R), R) is then a right
K-module by µ|u(θ) = µ(u · θ), and we get an associated local system V ∨λ (R). We similarly
have a complex local system V ∨λ (C) by instead considering the complex algebraic induction.
I.2.2 Classical cohomology classes and rationality
Suppose pi admits K-fixed vectors. Then there exist integers q, ` such that pi contributes to the
cohomology groups Hic(YK ,V ∨λ (C)) for q 6 i 6 q+`. More precisely, we apply this to K = K(p˜i)
from above, and the Hecke eigenform f ∈ piK corresponding to our choice of p-refinement. Then
for such i, there exist Hecke eigenclasses φp˜i,C ∈ Hic(YK ,V ∨λ (C)) with the same eigenvalues as f .
See [Bor74], [Bor81] or [Clo90] for more details.
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These cohomology groups admit natural rational structure. However, whilst a choice of cusp
form f ∈ pi determines canonical complex cohomology classes, it is more subtle to obtain anal-
ogous classes in the rational cohomology. In desirable situations, after dividing by appropriate
complex periods Ωpi, we can construct a Hecke eigenclass φp˜i,Q with coefficients in V ∨λ (Q), which
we may then consider to have p-adic coefficients, yielding a class φp˜i ∈ Hic(YK ,V ∨λ (Qp)). The
periods will depend on the degree of cohomology we work in.
Example. Suppose G = GL2 /Q. Then algebraic dominant weights are pairs (λ1, λ2) ∈ Z2
with λ1 > λ2, corresponding to the character diag(t1, t2) 7→ tλ11 tλ22 of T . We can normalise by
det−λ2 to give a weight indexed by a single integer λ = (k, 0) = (λ1 − λ2, 0). A (p-refined)
automorphic representation p˜i of weight (k, 0) corresponds to a (p-refined) weight k+ 2 modular
eigenform f , and the locally symmetric spaces are modular curves. The representation V(k,0) is
the space of polynomials of degree at most k; in this case, cuspidal modular forms contribute to
the cohomology Hic only in degree 1.
The rationality in this case is a consequence of strong multiplicity one. The Hecke eigenspaces
H1c(YK ,V ∨λ (L))±[p˜i] – where the Hecke operators act as they do on f , and where
(−1 0
0 1
)
acts as
±1 – are one-dimensional for L = C,Q. We have a natural decomposition H1c = (H1c)+⊕ (H1c)−,
with associated projectors pr±, and the periods Ω±f measure the difference between:
1. the canonical classes φ±p˜i,C ..= pr±(φp˜i,C) attached to a normalised eigenform,
2. and (a choice of) generators φ±
p˜i,Q for the line H
1
c(YK ,V ∨λ (Q))±[p˜i].
We then define φ±p˜i = φ±p˜i,Q = φ
±
p˜i,C/Ω±pi , and φp˜i ..= φ
+
p˜i +φ−p˜i . Note the periods are only well-defined
up to algebraic scaling, depending on the choice of algebraic generators.
Example. If G = ResE/Q GL2 where E is an imaginary quadratic field, then we are in the
setting of Bianchi modular forms, and such forms contribute to both H1c and H2c . There are no
signs to consider here, but we do get periods Ω1pi and Ω2pi arising from degree 1 and 2 cohomology
respectively. These periods are expected to be related, but genuinely different: for example,
[TU18, Conj. 1] conjectures a precise relation between Ω1pi and Ω2pi for base-change Bianchi
modular forms.
I.3 Evaluation maps
The horizontal rows of Figure I.1 are given by evaluation maps. We describe one general strategy
for constructing them and highlight areas of subtlety.
Lemma I.1. Let X be a connected orientable real manifold of dimension d, and let N be a
trivial local system (that is, there exists a module N such that N is given by locally constant
sections of the projection X ×N → X). Then
Hdc(X,N ) ∼= N,
the isomorphism given by pairing against some generator of HBMd (X,Z) ∼= Z.
Let M be a right K-module, and consider the following construction strategy.
Construction I.2. 1. Find a reductive group H with an embedding ι : H ↪→ G, and locally
symmetric spaces Xc attached to H that have dimension d ∈ [q, q + `] and ‘conductor’ c.
2. By considering appropriate twists of ι and M by ‘conductor c’, construct a map
ι˜c : Hdc(YK ,M ) −→ Hdc(Xc, ι∗M ).
3. DecomposeXc =
⊔
aX
a
c over its group pi0(Xc) of connected components, which will usually
be a narrow ray class group. Each Xc,a = Γc,a\X is a quotient of a symmetric space by
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an arithmetic group. Thus we obtain
Hdc(Xc, ι∗M ) ∼=
⊕
a
Hdc(Γc,a\X , ι∗xaι∗M ),
where ιxa is the inclusion Γc,a\X ↪→ Xc, which – along with Γc,a – will depend on a choice
of adelic representative xa of a.
4. We consider the Γc,a-coinvariants of M denoted by MΓc,a , and the quotient map M →
MΓc,a . This then gives a trivial local systemMc,a on Γc,a\X . Pushing forward under this
gives a map
coinvc,a : Hdc(Γc,a\X , ι∗xaι∗M )→ Hdc(Γc,a\X ,Mc,a).
5. Integrate against a fixed choice of cycle as in Lemma I.1, giving an isomorphism
triv : Hdc(Γc,a\X ,Mc,a) ∼−→MΓc,a .
The evaluation map is then the composition
EvMc,xa : H
d
c(YK ,M ) −→MΓc,a
given by triv ◦ coinvc,j ◦ ι∗xa ◦ ι˜c. A priori each individual evaluation map will depend, in a
controlled way, on the choice of representatives. In the applications, this dependence ultimately
disappears (see Remark I.12).
Remark I.3. Where this process can be made to work, it is covariant in the local system M ;
that is, if ν : M → N is a map ofK-modules, then ν descends to a map between the coinvariants,
and we have ν ◦ EvMc,xa = EvNc,xa ◦ ν∗.
Example. In the case of modular forms, i.e. G = GL2 /Q, we have YK = ΓK\H. Let a, c ∈ Z,
and X ′c,a be the vertical path between the cusps a/c and∞ in H. We write Xc,a for the image of
X ′c,a in YK . The component group is (Z/c)× ∼= Cl+Q (c) (the narrow ray class group of conductor
c), and the cycle Xc is the collection
⊔
a∈(Z/c)× Xc,a. In this case the relevant cohomology group
is H1c , which is isomorphic to the more concrete space of modular symbols (e.g. [PS11]); then
it can be shown that M = Mc,a, and EvMc,xa is the same as evaluating a modular symbol at the
pair of cusps {a/c−∞}.
Remark I.4. Sometimes the space Xc will not be a typical locally symmetric space attached
to H. In particular if the map ι : H ↪→ G does not map the centre ZH into ZG, then it does not
induce an honest map on locally symmetric spaces, and instead we should consider quotients
by ι−1(ZG). Additionally this can help the spaces have the correct dimension; for example,
consider the case H = GLn×GLn ⊂ GL2n. The locally symmetric spaces attached to H are
defined using a quotient by the centre of H; in the case n = 1, this gives a 0-dimensional space,
instead of the 1-dimensional space we need. Modifying to instead quotient by the centre of G,
we get spaces of the correct dimension (see [GR14]).
Remark I.5. Whilst we have highlighted this particular approach to constructing evaluation
maps, there are alternatives in the literature; and in particular, there are many cases where such
maps can be constructed at classical level by pairing with Eisenstein cohomology classes. The
Rankin–Selberg method is a useful tool for relating such evaluations to critical L-values. It would
be very interesting to construct analogues of these evaluation maps for overconvergent cohomol-
ogy, which would give new constructions of many existing p-adic L-functions in this framework.
In the spirit of this survey, it would also allow clean generalisations of these constructions to
non-ordinary settings (via §I.5) and variation in p-adic families (via §I.8).
I.4 Bottom row: classical computations
In the bottom row, we consider evaluation maps for M = V ∨λ . For a critical Hecke character ϕ,
the aim is to construct maps
Evϕ : Hic(YK ,V ∨λ ) −→ Qp
φp˜i 7−→ (∗)Λ(pi, ϕ)/Ωpi,
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giving the required connection to classical critical L-values. Here (∗) is an explicit interpolation
factor that will depend on the choice of p-refinement f ∈ pi to which we attach φp˜i (in particular,
it will contain Euler factors for each prime above p at which f is an oldform).
Crucial to this construction is the existence of a distinguished vector vj ∈ Vλ attached to the
critical infinity type j of ϕ. Evaluation at vj gives a map evvj : V ∨λ (Qp) → Qp of K-modules
for an appropriate action of K on Qp (typically by a determinant character depending on j). If
ϕ has conductor c, then via a determinant map on H, we can usually interpret it as a character
on the component group pi0(Xc). We can then define an expression of the form
Evϕ ..=
∑
a∈pi0(Xc)
ϕ(xa)
[
evvj ◦ EvV
∨
λ
c,xa
]
.
This should now be independent of the choice of representatives xa. One then hopes to relate
Evϕ(φp˜i) to a period integral computing critical L-values of pi. In order to have a hope of
executing this strategy it is crucial to have algebraicity results for critical L-values of pi based
upon period integrals over a group H ⊂ G, which do not involve an Eisenstein series; for
example, in the case of G = GLn×GLn−1, where critical L-values can be computed from
diagonally embedding H = GLn−1. One should then be able to construct evaluation maps
based on cycles obtained from H, and via the overconvergent cohomology approach, be able to
recover/generalise results of Januszewski [Jan11, Jan15].
Example. In the case of classical modular forms, Vλ = Vk is a space of polynomials of degree at
most k, and the critical infinity types are 0, ..., k. The distinguished vector vj is the monomial
xj . If f is a classical modular form of weight k + 2, then the coefficients of EvV
∨
k
c,xa(φf ) relate
to period integrals of f over the paths a/c → ∞, and it is a standard computation that a χ-
weighted sum of such period integrals computes the twisted L-values L(f, χ, j+1) for 0 6 j 6 k
(for example, see [Pol11, §2.8]).
I.5 Middle row: overconvergent cohomology
Suppose now we have constructed abstract evaluation maps as in §I.3 and used them to construct
the bottom row [B] of Figure I.1, as outlined in §I.4.
I.5.1 Definitions and strategy
A p-adic L-function should p-adically interpolate the critical L-values in the right-hand side of
row [B]. In order to do this, a beautiful insight of Stevens [Ste94], later explored in joint work
with Pollack [PS11], was that we could instead try to p-adically interpolate the evaluation maps
in row [B]. This requires his theory of overconvergent cohomology, comprising the left-hand side
of Figure I.1. The key idea is to replace the finite-dimensional algebraic module Vλ of polynomial
functions with an infinite dimensional module Aλ of analytic functions.
Such interpolation of coefficients is only possible after adding p to the level; this is required
to define an action of the level group on Aλ, and hence to obtain attached local systems. Recall
the definition of Ip from §I.1.
Definition I.6. Let L/Qp be a field extension, and define the locally analytic induction
Aλ(L) ..= LA · IndIpB−(Zp)∩Ipλ
= {θ : Ip → L : θ locally analytic, θ(n−tg) = λ(t)θ(g) ∀n−, t, g}.
Then define
Dλ(L) ..= Homcts(A(L), L)
to be the continuous dual of locally analytic distributions for G.
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This definition is explored in more detail in [Urb11, §3.2]. Again, these functions are deter-
mined by their values on the unipotent subgroup N(Zp), and we require the restriction to this
to be locally analytic (after identifying N(Zp) with an open subspace of Qrp for some r).
Example. For GL2 /Q, the unipotent N(Zp) is the group of ( 1 x0 1 ) with x ∈ Zp, so the definition
reduces to functions θ : Zp → L. Such a θ is locally analytic if for every x ∈ Zp, there exists an
n such that θ can be written as a convergent power series on x+ pnZp.
The space Aλ(L) can be equipped with a left action of Ip by γ · θ(g) = θ(gγ). For level
subgroups K with Kp ⊂ Ip, it is thus a left K-module. The dual Dλ(L) inherits a right K-
module structure, and we get a corresponding local system Dλ(L).
We have a natural inclusion Vλ(L) ⊂ Aλ(L); in the case of GL2 /Q, this can be seen as
polynomial functions are in particular locally analytic. This dualises to a surjection
Dλ(L) −→ V ∨λ (L).
This induces the map
ρ : Hic(YK ,Dλ(L)) −→ Hic(YK ,V ∨λ (L))
in Figure I.1. This is much closer to our goal, to obtain a distribution on p-adic Hecke characters:
by definition, the coefficient modules are now distributions on p-adic functions. Let d be the
degree of cohomology for which we have evaluation maps as in §I.3. The strategy now becomes:
Strategy I.7. (1) Exhibit a distinguished class Φp˜i ∈ Hdc(YK ,Dλ) such that ρ(Φp˜i) = φp˜i;
(2) Let c be an ideal with (p)|c|(p∞). Use the evaluation maps of I.3 to build a map
Evcλ : Hdc(YK ,Dλ) −→ D(Galp(E),Qp)
such that for any critical Hecke character ϕ of conductor c, we have evϕ(p) ◦Evcλ = Evϕ ◦ρ
as maps Hdc(YK ,Dλ)→ Qp. Here ϕ(p) is the character on Galp(E) corresponding to ϕ.
(3) Prove that the Evcλ are compatible in changing c: typically this will take the form Ev
cp
λ =
Evcλ ◦ Up. This allows us to make sense of ‘Evλ ..= U−1c Evcλ’ on finite-slope eigenclasses,
which is then independent of c. (This is row [M] of Figure I.1).
Given the above, we then define Lp(p˜i) ..= α−1p Ev
(p)
λ (Φp˜i) where αp is the eigenvalue of Up.
We see that, for ϕ of conductor c, with (p)|c|(p∞), we have
Lp(p˜i, ϕ(p)) = α−1c Evcλ(Φp˜i)(ϕ(p)) = α−1c Evϕ ◦ ρ(Φp)
= α−1c Evϕ(φp˜i) = (∗)Λ(pi, ϕ)/Ωpi,
that is, Lp(p˜i) ∈ D(Galp(E),Qp) interpolates the algebraic parts of critical L-values.
I.5.2 Canonical lifts: the control theorem
The overconvergent class Φp˜i is given by a cohomological analogue of Coleman’s control theo-
rem for overconvergent modular forms. This says that ρ can be controlled after restricting to
particular eigenspaces of certain operators.
Definition I.8. Let t ∈ T (Qp) such that t−1N(Zp)t ⊂ N(Zp). Conjugation of N(Zp) by t
induces an action on distributions, and we obtain a double coset operator Ut ..= [KtK] on
overconvergent cohomology. We say Ut is a controlling operator if⋂
i>0
t−iN(Zp)ti = {1},
in which case Ut acts compactly on overconvergent cohomology [Urb11, Lem. 3.2.8].
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Example. In the case G = ResE/Q GLn for E a number field, the matrix t = diag(1, p, ..., pn−1)
satisfies this condition, and gives rise to the (controlling) Hecke operator Up = Ut.
Theorem I.9. Let Ut be a controlling operator. There exists Cλ(t) > 0 such that, for all α ∈ L×
with vp(α) < Cλ(t) and i ∈ N, the restriction of ρ to the generalised α-eigenspaces
ρ : Hic(YK ,Dλ)Ut=α ∼−→ Hic(YK ,V ∨λ )Ut=α
of the Ut-operator is an isomorphism.
In practice, this means that a unique overconvergent lift Φp˜i of φp˜i is guaranteed by a simple
numerical criterion on a Hecke eigenvalue at p. Precise versions of this theorem in the general
setting (though for singular cohomology) are given in [AS08] and [Urb11].
Example. For GL2 /Q and λ = (k, 0), and controlling operator Up, we have Cλ = k + 1. Thus
for any normalised weight k + 2 cuspidal eigenform f with vp(ap(f)) < k + 1, the restriction of
ρ to the f -eigenspaces is an isomorphism.
Remarks I.10. (i) This theorem implies that if the Ut-eigenvalues of p˜i satisfy vp(α) < Cλ(t),
then the restriction of ρ to the p˜i-eigenspaces is an isomorphism. The converse is not true.
Even in the case of GL2 /Q, there are examples of modular forms with vp(ap(f)) = k + 1
such that the restriction of ρ to the f -eigenspaces is an isomorphism (see [PS12, Bel12]).
(ii) Stronger versions of this theorem are sometimes available. If we can factor the Up operator
into products of ‘smaller’ operators, we can lift with respect to these instead. For example,
if E/Q is an imaginary quadratic field in which p splits as pp, then we get an isomorphism
when vp(ap(f)), vp(ap(f)) < k + 1 (see [Wil17, §6]).
I.5.3 Galois evaluation maps
To enact part (2) of Strategy I.7, we study Galp(E) more closely. By class field theory, it admits
as a dense subgroup the narrow ray class group
Cl+E(p∞) ..= E×\A×E/E+∞Ô×,(p)E ,
where E+∞ is the connected component of the identity in (E ⊗ R)× and Ô×,(p)E =
∏
v-pO×Ev are
the integral ideles away from p. For any ideal c|(p∞) in OE , this fits into an exact sequence
1→ (1 + cOp)
O×,+E,c
−→ Cl+E(p∞)
pr−→ Cl+E(c)→ 1,
where Op = OE ⊗ Zp, O×,+E,c is the p-adic completion of { ∈ O×,+E :  ≡ 1 (mod c)} and Cl+E(c)
is the narrow ray class group of E of conductor c. In particular, to each y ∈ Cl+E(c), we get a
corresponding subspace
Galp[y] ..= pr−1({y}) ⊂ Galp(E),
and Galp(E) = unionsqyGalp[y]. In particular, for each such c we also have a decomposition
D(Galp(E), L) ∼=
⊕
y∈Cl+
E
(c)
D(Galp[y], L),
where if G is a p-adic group, we write D(G, L) for the space of L-valued locally analytic distribu-
tions on G. The importance of this decomposition stems from the observation that in all known
cases where this construction has been carried out, for conductors c with (p)|c|(p∞), there is a
surjection
ξ : pi0(Xc) −→ Cl+E(c).
One arrives at the following ‘piecewise’ construction of the Galois evaluation map.
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Strategy I.11. For each y ∈ Cl+E(c), construct a map
βy : A(Galp[y], L)→ Aλ(L)
which moreover lands in the subspace Aλ(L)Γc,a of Γc,a-invariants, where ξ(a) = y.
Then, dualising and composing, we get map
Evcλ[y] : Hdc(YK ,Dλ)
EvDλc,xa−−−−−→ Dλ(L)Γc,a
β∨y
−−−−−→ D(Galp[y], L),
which we think of as the ‘y-part’ of a candidate for Evλ. One checks that this is independent of
any choice of lift of y under ξ, and any choices of representatives. We then essentially define
Evcλ =
∑
y
Evcλ[y],
perhaps up to an additional twisted auxiliary sum over a ∈ ξ−1(y) (for example, required in the
case of GL2n, where this map is averaged over a ‘Shalika character’).
Remark I.12. The map βy involves an identification of Galp[y] with a subquotient of Op, which
involves another adelic choice of representative. This cancels out the choice of xa and renders
the map Evcλ independent of these choices.
Example. For GL2 /Q, we have Galp(Q) = Z×p , and Galp[y] = y + pcZp. From above Aλ is
the space of locally analytic functions on Zp, and Γc,a is a subset of the totally positive units in
Q, hence trivial (so that Aλ = AΓc,aλ ). The map βy : A(Galp[y])→ Aλ is then just the natural
inclusion, and β∨y restriction from Zp to y + pcZp.
I.5.4 Horizontal compatibility and admissibility
The above construction now gives a family of candidate Galois evaluation maps{
Evcλ : Hdc(YK ,Dλ) −→ D(Galp(E), L) : (p)|c|(p∞)
}
.
We wish to know how this family varies if we vary c. Such results (‘horizontal compatibility’)
are obtained using the Up-operators for p|p in E. In particular, we typically have:
Expectation I.13. Let p|p. Then
Evcpλ = Ev
c
λ ◦ Up
as maps Hdc(YK ,Dλ)→ D(Galp(E), L). Thus if Φ is an eigenclass for the Up-operators, then
Evλ(Φ) := α−1c Evcλ(Φ) ∈ D(Galp(E), L)
is independent of c (where αc is the Uc-eigenvalue of Φ).
This compatibility with Up-operators also allows control of the growth of the resulting dis-
tributions. In particular, in the totally real and imaginary quadratic case, it gives a bound on
the growth depending on the Up-eigenvalues. The precise dependence will vary with the group
G, but in the case GL2, we obtain:
Corollary I.14. Suppose G = ResE/Q GL2 where E is a totally real or imaginary quadratic
field. If Φ is an eigenclass for the Up-operators, then Evλ(Φ) is admissible of order depending
on the αp for p|p (in the sense of, for example, the growth parameters of [Loe14, §3]).
This then completes Strategy I.7, the middle row of Figure I.1, and the construction of the
p-adic L-function at a single weight.
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I.6 Top row, I: formalism of families
The theory of p-adic families of automorphic representations is captured geometrically in the
study of eigenvarieties. As a first step, we encode the variation of weights in p-adic geometry,
giving a brief survey of the construction of eigenvarieties using overconvergent cohomology,
following [AS08, Urb11, Han17].
I.6.1 Weight spaces
Recall that a weight of an automorphic representation of G(A) is naturally an algebraic character
on a maximal torus T ⊂ G, so a p-adic weight should be a continuous homomorphism T (Zp)→
L×, for L/Qp a field extension. In all of our constructions we must also take the level group
into account: let K be as above, and let ZK denote the p-adic closure of ZG(Q) ∩K in T (Zp).
Definition I.15 (Weights for T ). Define the weight space of level K for G to be the rigid
analytic space whose L-points, for L ⊂ Cp any sufficiently large extension of Qp, are given by
WK(L) = Homcts
(
T (Zp)/ZK , L×
)
.
This space has dimension dimT (Zp) − dimZK . Recall that if M is a K-module, then we
defined in (I.1) a local system attached to M , which is non-trivial only if Z(G(Q)) ∩ K acts
trivially; for the modules we later define, this corresponds precisely to the condition that weight
characters are trivial on ZK . We will freely identify a weight λ ∈ WK(L) with the corresponding
character on T (Zp) that is trivial under ZK , and as K will be fixed, we will henceforth drop it
from the notation.
Example. For GL2 /Q, the weight of a modular form is an integer k+2 and a character χ. This
is encoded via the complex Hecke character z 7→ |z|kχ(z), where we lift χ to the ideles in the
usual way. If we instead consider continuous characters ϕp : Q×\A× → C×p , then for topological
reasons, ϕp must be trivial on R>0 and factors through a finite quotient of
∏
` 6=p Z
×
` . Thus a
p-adic weight is a finite order twist of a continuous character on Z×p . Up to twists by the norm,
exactly as in Example I.2.2, we recover a continuous p-adic character of T (Zp). (Note in this
case ZK ⊂ {±1}, and we recover the familiar fact that the space of modular forms is 0 if k is
odd and
(−1 0
0 −1
)
is in the level).
Consider an affinoid neighbourhood U = Sp(O(U)) ⊂ W. Points λ ∈ U(L) correspond to
maximal ideals mλ of O(U) with residue field L. We have a universal character (or universal
weight) λU : T (Zp)→ O(U)× with the property that for any weight λ ∈ U(L), the diagram
T (Zp)
λU //
λ
''
O(U)×
spλ

L×
(I.3)
commutes, where spλ is the natural evaluation map at λ, that is, reduction modulo mλ. We see
that λU is interpolating the single weights λ over U .
I.6.2 Distributions over weight space
We now want to lift (I.3) to the level of distributions, that is, interpolate the distributions mod-
ules Dλ as λ varies over U . More precisely, we want to define an O(U)-module of distributions
DU over U such that at any λ ∈ U(L), we have
DU ⊗λ L ..= DU ⊗O(U) O(U)/mλ ∼= Dλ(L).
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We can do this in a number of equivalent ways. The closest to the above is to consider the
character λU acting on a free O(U)-module of rank 1, and then define
AU = LA · IndIpB−(Zp)∩IpλU .
This is an O(U)-module which specialises to Aλ upon reduction modulo mλ by definition. The
module DU satisfying the required property is essentially the continuous O(U)-dual of AU (see
[Urb11, §3] or [Han17, §2]).
I.6.3 Slope decompositions
Again, for an open compact subgroup K ⊂ G(Af ) with Kp ⊂ Ip, the action of Ip gives a local
system DU on YK . The cohomology groups Hic(YK ,DU ) will not in general be finitely generated
over O(U). To use commutative algebra techniques, we wish to cut them down by taking slope
decompositions. Let Up be a controlling operator; since this acts compactly on the cohomology,
after possibly shrinking U , for any h ∈ Q>0 there exists a slope 6 h decomposition
Hic(YK ,DU ) = Hic(YK ,DU )6h ⊕Hic(YK ,DU )>h
of the cohomology, where Hic(YK ,DU )6h is a finitely generated O(U)-module. This is the sub-
space upon which Up acts with eigenvalues α all of slope vp(α) 6 h. In particular, if h > vp(αp),
where αp is the Up eigenvalue of our class φp˜i, then all of the interesting cohomology at p˜i is
contained in the slope 6 h cohomology. Importantly, the slope 6 h decomposition is preserved
by the Hecke operators. For further details, see [AS08].
For the rest of the paper, we will always assume U is small enough to define a slope 6 h
decomposition for some h large relative to the eigenvalues of Up.
I.6.4 Hecke algebras
Let HK denote the abstract Hecke algebra of level K. This is the free Z-algebra generated
by an appropriate set of Hecke operators, which typically includes all Hecke operators Tv at
‘good’ primes not dividing the level, diamond operators at bad primes not dividing p, and
a collection of Up operators at p. These Hecke operators are defined using correspondences
on the cohomology. For precise details in the general setting, see [Han17, §1.1]. Systems of
Hecke eigenvalues correspond to non-trivial characters HK → Qp, that is, to maximal ideals
m ⊂ HK ⊗ZQp.
Example. For GL2 /Q, we have that HΓ0(Np) is the free Z-algebra generated by Tq for q - Np,
〈u〉 for u ∈ (Z/N)× and Up. If f(z) =
∑
n>1 anq
n ∈ Sk(Γ0(N)) is a normalised newform with
p - N , let α 6= β be the (assumed distinct) roots of the Hecke polynomial X2 − apX + pk−1.
Let Q(fα) be the number field generated by the an and α. The p-stabilisation of f at α is
fα ..= f(z) − βf(pz) ∈ Sk(Γ0(Np)). This is an eigenform, and we obtain a maximal ideal
mfα ⊂ HΓ0(Np)⊗ZQ(fα) generated by Tq − aq for q - Np, 〈u〉 − 1 for u|N , and Up − α.
Let R be a commutative ring, and let HK,R ..= HK ⊗ZR. If M is an R-module upon which
HK acts R-linearly, let
TK(M) ..= Image of HK,R in EndR
(
M).
If m ⊂ HK,R is a maximal ideal, we say that m occurs in M if HK,R /m has non-trivial image in
TK(M); that is, m induces a maximal ideal in TK(M), and the corresponding system of Hecke
eigenvalues appears in M .
Remark I.16. An equivalent condition for m occurring in M is that the algebraic localisation
Mm = M ⊗HK,R (HK,R)m
of M at m is non-zero, whence it is isomorphic to M ⊗TK(M) TK(M)m.
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Example. We have actions of the Hecke operators on Hic(YK ,M )6h forM = V ∨λ ,Dλ,DU . Let
f and fα be as in the example above, and let h > vp(α). We know that mfα (always) occurs
in H1c(YK ,V ∨λ )6h, through the class φfα , which is a Hecke eigenclass with the same eigenvalues
as fα. Via Theorem I.9 and the example following it, we see that if vp(α) < k + 1, it occurs in
H1c(YK ,Dλ)6h through the class Φfα lifting φfα . (In fact, thanks to work of Bellaïche, this is
also known for vp(α) = k + 1, hence for all finite slope modular forms). To study the variation
of this in families, we want to show that mfα also appears in H1c(YK ,DU )6h, which we examine
in the sequel.
I.6.5 Local geometry of the eigenvariety
Let U ⊂ W be an affinoid subspace, fix the level group K with Kp ⊂ Ip, and let
TiU,h ..= TK
(
Hic(YK ,DU )6h
)
(where we take R = O(U)). The local piece of the eigenvariety (over U , of slope 6 h) is
E iU,h ..= Sp(TiU,h).
This comes equipped with a natural weight map
E iU,h −→ U
given by the O(U)-structure map on the Hecke algebra. By definition, the L-points of E iU,h
are maximal ideals of TiU,h, which by the above discussions correspond to systems of Hecke
eigenvalues appearing in Hic(YK ,DU )6h. (Whilst not relevant to our applications, we point out
that – as explained in [Han17] – via the ‘eigenvariety machine’ of [Buz07] these local pieces can
be glued together into ‘global’ eigenvarieties, hence the terminology.)
We now return to our fixed automorphic representation pi, with a fixed choice of p-refinement
p˜i (and corresponding eigenform f ∈ pi). We fix K = K(p˜i). The Hecke eigenvalues of f give rise
to a maximal ideal mp˜i ⊂ HK,Qp , and it is natural to consider the localised cohomology groups
Hic(YK ,M )mp˜i , with M = V ∨λ ,Dλ,DU in line with Remark I.16. To simplify notation, for M a
module with an action of the Hecke algebra, we will write
Mp˜i ..= Mmp˜i .
Motivated by Theorem I.9, we are led to the following definition.
Definition I.17. We say p˜i is non-critical if the localisation
ρmp˜i : Hic(YK ,Dλ)p˜i ∼−→ Hic(YK ,V ∨λ )p˜i
is an isomorphism for each i.
In particular, since this is a further localisation of the spaces in Theorem I.9, we see that if
vp(α) < Cλ(t) (as in the notation of the theorem), then p˜i is non-critical.
This definition is extremely useful when studying families. In particular, at non-critical p˜i it
gives a complete description of the spaces Hic(YK ,Dλ)p˜i, from which we can deduce properties
of the Hic(YK ,DU )p˜i, and we have the following
Theorem I.18 (Urban, Hansen). Suppose p˜i is non-critical, and U a neighbourhood of λ in W.
Then there exists an i such that mp˜i occurs in Hic(YK ,DU ).
Proof. Urban treats the case of discrete series in [Urb11]. In general, as p˜i is non-critical, mp˜i
occurs in the total cohomology H•c(YK ,Dλ); then by [Han17, Thm. 4.3.3] this yields a point in
his (total cohomology) eigenvariety, so that mp˜i occurs in H•c(YK ,DU ). Since Hecke operators
preserve degree of cohomology, it must appear in degree i for some i.
In particular, if we define T•U,h ..= TK(H•c(YK ,DU )6h) using the total cohomology, then the
resulting eigenvariety E•U,h contains points for all non-critical p˜i of slope 6 h at p.
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I.7 The non-abelian Leopoldt conjecture
We pause briefly to describe a conjecture on the dimension of irreducible components, which
gives significant control on the overconvergent cohomology in families. Define t = q + ` to be
the top degree in which p˜i appears in classical cohomology. The following was conjectured by
Hida and Urban (see [Urb11, Conj. 5.7.3], [Han17, Conj. 1.1.4]):
Conjecture I.19. Let xp˜i ∈ E•U,h be the point attached to a non-critical cuspidal p˜i in Theorem
I.18. Any irreducible component V of the eigenvariety passing through the cuspidal point xp˜i has
dimension dim(W)− `.
Remark I.20. In [Urb11, §5.7.3] it is observed that when G = ResE/QSL2 for E a totally
real number field, this conjecture is equivalent to the Leopoldt conjecture, from where the
conjecture derives its name. It has been proved if ` 6 1, and more generally the inequality
dim(V) > dim(W)− ` is proved in [Han17, Prop. B.1].
A consequence of this conjecture is that when ` = 0 – that is, when G(R) admits discrete
series – all cuspidal families contain a Zariski-dense set of classical points. In this case the
constructions of [Urb11] give a complete answer to this question. Note, however, that the same
is not true when ` > 1.
Definition I.21. We say an algebraic weight λ ∈ W is pure if it supports cuspidal classical
cohomology (in the sense that H•cusp(YK ,V ∨λ ) 6= 0 for sufficiently small K). We write Wpure for
the Zariski-closure of the pure weights, and call this the pure weight space.
We expect Wpure to have codimension ` in W. If G = GLn, then an algebraic weight
λ = (λ1, ..., λn) is pure if and only if λi + λn+1−i is independent of i [Clo90].
If V is an irreducible component through a cuspidal point xp˜i, we do not in general have
control over the image of V in W: this image may intersect the pure weight space only at the
weight of p˜i, which means that V cannot contain any other classical cuspidal points. In this case,
interpolation (at a single point) is an empty statement.
If V is a component whose image in weight space is the pure weight space, then necessarily V
contains a Zariski-dense set of classical points. Indeed, there are a Zariski-dense set of classical
weights in Wpure, and since the slope at p is constant in families, the family will have small
slope at a Zariski-dense set of these. The systems of Hecke eigenvalues parametrised in the
overconvergent cohomology at these points will thus be classical. We generally expect that such
components V only arise as a Langlands transfer from a group that does admit discrete series,
for example as in the p-adic base-change map of §II.4.2. This was observed for GL3 in [APS08],
and more generally in the introduction of [Urb11]. In this sense, the existence of a Zariski-dense
set of classical points would appear to only exist for ‘degenerate’ reasons.
Example. Suppose E is imaginary quadratic, and G = ResE/Q GL2 (so we are in the setting
of Bianchi modular forms). Bianchi cusp forms exist only at parallel weights (k, k) [Har87],
so the pure weight space is a line in the two-dimensional weight space. It is precisely the set
of characters (OE ⊗Z Zp)× → C×p that factor through the norm to Z×p . In particular, it is
the image of the weight space WGL2 ↪→ WG under the natural embedding. So-called ‘genuine’
Bianchi modular forms, those that do not come from base-change from Q, are relatively rare
[RS13, RT19]. This is reflected in a conjecture of Calegari–Mazur [CM09], who predict that
these genuine modular forms are so scarce that they cannot exist in classical p-adic families:
more precisely, that the only classical families of Bianchi modular forms are CM or come from
base-change.
Remark I.22. For Bianchi modular forms, a concrete proof of the conjecture for arbitrary
cuspidal families (provided by David Hansen) was given in [BSW18, Theorem 3.8], using the
fact that a 2-dimensional family would necessarily contain a Zariski-dense set of classical non-
critical Eisenstein series, since the affinoid in weight space has codimension 0 and thus contains a
Zariski-dense set of classical weights. This forces reducibility of the Galois pseudo-character, and
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thus reducibility of the Galois representation of the Bianchi cusp form, which is a contradiction.
Note that the same argument does not work when ` > 1; any affinoid of positive codimension
in W might not contain any classical weights outside λ.
I.8 Top row, II: families of p-adic L-functions
The above formalism admits clear connections to the constructions of p-adic L-functions in the
middle row. There, we wanted to interpolate the the bottom row as the parameter ϕ varied.
We argued in three steps:
(1) we first considered a much larger coefficient sheaf Dλ;
(2) we then exhibited a distinguished class Φp˜i ∈ Hdc(YK ,Dλ);
(3) and finally we constructed a Galois evaluation map Evλ, built using the maps of I.3 and
valued in D(Galp,Qp), interpolating all the Evϕ.
To construct a family of p-adic L-functions, we instead want to interpolate the middle row as
the parameter λ varies. We argue in a very similar fashion. Suppose p˜i gives rise to a point xp˜i
in the eigenvariety E•U,h, and let V be a neighbourhood of xp˜i in E•U,h lying over a Zariski-closed
Σ ⊂ U containing λ. Then we use the following strategy:
(1) We pass to a bigger coefficient sheaf, DΣ as above, interpolating the Dλ.
(2) Then we exhibit a canonical class ΦV ∈ Hdc(YK ,DΣ) interpolating the Φp˜iy as y varies over
classical points in V corresponding to refined automorphic representations p˜iy.
(3) Finally, we build a compatible system of evaluation maps EvcV , valued in D(Galp,O(V)),
interpolating the Evcλy in the sense that
Evcλy ◦ spλy = spλy ◦ EvcV , (I.4)
where λy is the weight of p˜iy, and spλy is induced from O(Σ) → O(Σ)/mλy ⊂ Qp. This
forms the commutative square of rows [T] and [M] in Figure I.1.
We have already described (1). Part (3) is built in exactly the same manner as §I.5.3;
by simply replacing the coefficients and arguing almost identically, one obtains a map EvcΣ
into D(Galp(E),O(Σ)), and EvcV is obtained by tensoring with O(V) over O(Σ). That this
map satisfies the property (I.4) follows using the covariance of Remark I.3 applied to the map
DΣ → Dλ of K-modules.
It remains to treat (2). This is much more subtle. A particular subtlety arises as the
construction of p-adic L-functions typically works using a specific degree of cohomology d, and
we must thus also exhibit our class in this degree. Working over full dimensional affinoids,
however, we expect the overconvergent cohomology to be supported only in the top degree (see
Newton’s remark at the end of [Han17, App. B]). To access lower degrees, we must study a
more constrained eigenvariety; namely, we aim to show that V is an irreducible component of
the eigenvariety EdΣ,h, where we constrain the weight space to a smaller space Σ ⊂ U and the
degree to d instead of the total cohomology. The existence of ΦV can then often be shown by
studying the geometry of V in EdΣ,h.
In the second part of this paper, we restrict to the case of GL2 over a CM field, and give
a construction of ΦV in one-dimensional families under the additional hypothesis of Conjecture
I.19. This conjecture provides the additional control required to exhibit classes in the correct
degree (Corollary II.12), and its necessity in our methods reflects the subtlety of working in
situations where cohomology appears in multiple degrees.
I.9 Known cases
We end this survey by briefly indicating some cases in which (parts of) this program have been
successfully carried out.
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– Classical modular forms. The first construction of this kind was given for Hida families
of (ordinary) modular forms in [GS93]. Closer to the strategy described in this survey, and
the main inspiration of it, is the original construction of Stevens in [Ste94], later explored by
Pollack and Stevens in [PS11]. This gives the construction for small slope forms – that is,
f with vp(ap(f)) < k + 1 – using classes in H1c which, in this case, can be described more
concretely via modular symbols. They extended the construction to certain critical slope forms
(with vp(ap(f)) = k + 1) in [PS12] by giving a finer criterion for the form to be non-critical
(in the sense of Definition I.17).
The case of critical f was settled in [Bel12], who used the geometry of the eigencurve to
provide the canonical class Φp˜i in this case. We note that for such f , this class is mapped to
zero in the classical cohomology, and hence the interpolation formula is always zero at every
special L-value. Bellaïche also varied this construction in families.
– Hilbert modular forms. Let E be totally real of degree d. The first construction for single,
small slope forms for G = ResE/Q GL2 appeared in [BS18], using Hdc and the automorphic
cycles of [Dim13]. This was generalised to critical forms in [BH17], and variation in families
was given in [BH17, BSDJ17].
– Bianchi modular forms. Let E be an imaginary quadratic field. [Wil17] contained a
construction for single, small slope forms for G = ResE/Q GL2, using H1c and its description
via modular symbols. This was generalised to critical base-change forms in [BSW18], which
also gave interpolation in base-change families. We note that this is the first setting where
forms appear in multiple degrees of cohomology, so forms that are not base-change or CM are
not expected to vary in classical families.
– GL2 over a general number field E. In this case, a construction was given in [BSW19],
using Hqc , where q = r+ s is the bottom degree in which automorphic representations appear
(where E has r real embeddings and s pairs of complex embeddings).
– GL2n over totally real fields. In this case, a construction for small slope symplectic
automorphic representations – including variation in families – is the main result of [BSDW].
– Square root p-adic L-functions. In a different direction, there are numerous constructions
of p-adic variation in families of a single value: that is, variation in the weight without variation
in the cylotomic variable. An example of this sort is found in [BD09], where overconvergent
cohomology is used to construct a p-adic measure on a Hida familyR whose square interpolates
the central critical values L(f/K, χK , k) at classical f ∈ R of even weight. Here K is a real
quadratic field and χK its genus character.
– Adjoint p-adic L-functions. On a similar theme, the main result of [Lee19] is a construction,
via overconvergent H2c , of a p-adic L-function over a Hida family R that interpolates (non-
critical) values of the adjoint L-function attached to R and an imaginary quadratic field.
Again, there is no cyclotomic variation in this construction.
– Triple product p-adic L-functions. In [GS20], the authors use overconvergent methods to
construct triple product p-adic L-functions in the balanced region of weight space, interpo-
lating the central critical value of the triple product L-function of a trio of Coleman families
over this region.
II Families of p-adic L-functions over CM fields
In the remainder of the paper, we show how to carry out the last part of the strategy described
above in a new situation: producing families of p-adic L-functions for GL2 over CM fields. In
this case, the construction for a single form (valid over arbitrary number fields) was given in our
earlier paper [BSW19], to which we refer the reader for further details on our conventions.
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II.1 Preliminaries and notation
Let now E be a CM field, with totally real subfield E+, and fix G = ResE/Q GL2 and G+ ..=
ResE+/Q GL2. Let d = [E+ : Q], let OE (resp. OE+) denote the ring of integers and let ΣE
(resp. ΣE+) denote the set of complex embeddings of E (resp. E+). We maintain all of the
general notation of §I, with the convention that a superscript + always denotes an object for
E+. For simplicity, we write Gal+p = Galp(E+) and Galp = Galp(E). In this setting, we have
more concrete descriptions of the several objects involved, which we now highlight.
Let pi+ be an automorphic representation for G+(A), which we will always assume does not
have CM by E, and let pi be its base-change to G(A). To maintain consistency with [BSW19],
rather than using the more conceptual language of automorphic representations, we instead
switch to the language of automorphic forms. In particular, throughout f+ will be a cuspidal
automorphic eigenform in pi+ – a Hilbert modular form – and f its base-change, that is, a choice
of automorphic eigenform in pi with the correct Hecke eigenvalues. We assume that f+ and f
are new at every place v - p. For f+, we work with the concrete level group
K1(n+) ..=
{(
a b
c d
) ∈ G+(Af ) : c ≡ 0 (mod n+), d ≡ 1 (mod n+)} ,
for n+ ⊂ OE+ an ideal. We assume for simplicity that n+ is coprime‡ to d = disc(E/E+); then
in particular, f has level K1(n), where n = n+OE (and K1(n) ⊂ G(Af ) is the natural analogue
of K1(n+)). We assume that n+ (hence n) is divisible by all the primes of E+ (resp. E) above
p, so that f corresponds already to the choice of p-refined eigenform in the data of p˜i. We write
Y1(n) = YK1(n).
For p|p in E, we take Up to be the usual Hecke operator corresponding to the double coset
operator [K1(n)
( 1
$p
)
K1(n)], where $p is a uniformiser at p. Let αp be the Up-eigenvalue of
f , which we assume, for all p|p, to be a simple eigenvalue of Up on piK1(n), so that either f is
new at p, or pi is unramified at p, K1(n)p = Ip and Up has distinct eigenvalues on piIpp , where Ip
is the Iwahori (similarly to §I.1).
The algebraic representation Vλ is a tensor product of polynomial rings (see [BSW19, §2.1]).
We consider the cohomology groups Hic(Y1(n),V ∨λ (L)) exactly as in §I. In this setting, the
cohomology at f is supported in degrees i ∈ [d, d+ 1, ..., 2d], and we work in the bottom degree
cohomology. Our assumption that αp is a simple eigenvalue at each p, and that f is new at all
other primes, ensures that for sufficiently large L/Qp,
dimLHdc(Y1(n),V ∨λ (L))f = 1, (II.1)
where we write mf and a subscript f in place of mp˜i and a subscript p˜i from §I. Implicit in this
statement is the choice of the complex period Ωf ∈ C× and rationality of the cohomology from
[Har87, Hid94]. We denote by φf ∈ Hdc(Y1(n),V ∨λ (L)) the resulting class, which is canonical up
to scaling by an element of Q(f)×, the number field generated by the Hecke eigenvalues of f .
This fact is important when we vary in families.
Let Λ(f, ϕ) denote the (completed) L-function of f , normalised as in [BSW19, §3].
II.2 Abstract evaluation maps
We introduce the evaluation maps considered in the context of ResE/Q GL2. Such evaluations
were essentially introduced in [BSW19, §5, §10] and we adjust the constructions op. cit. in order
to simultaneously describe the bottom, middle and top rows of Figure I.1.
Firstly we recall the relevant automorphic cycles as in §I.3. We denote E1∞ ..= {z ∈ E∞ :
|zv|v = 1 for all v | ∞} ∼= (S1(R))d. For an ideal c of E we denote U(c) ..= {u ∈ Oˆ×K : u − 1 ∈
cOˆK} and we define
Xc ..= E×\A×E /U(c)E1∞.
‡This is not necessary, and is imposed only to simplify the notation; see the discussion in [BSW18, §3].
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In the language of §I.3 we consider H = ResE/QGL1, G = ResE/QGL2 and ι : H ↪→ G given by
the morphism GL1 ↪→ GL2, a 7→ ( a 00 1 ) .
The set of connected components of Xc is naturally described as pi0(Xc) ∼= ClE(c), noting
that this is also the narrow ray class group, as E has no real embeddings. In fact, we have the
following decomposition of Xc into connected components:
Xc =
⊔
a∈pi0(Xc)
Xac
∼=
[
O×E,c\(E×∞/E1∞)
]pi0(Xc)
∼=
[
O×E,c\(C×/S1(R))d
]pi0(Xc) ∼= [O×E,c\Rd+]pi0(Xc) .
In the notation of §I.3, we have Γc,a = O×E,c for each a ∈ pi0(Xc), and in particular Γc,a is
independent of a.
Write c =
∏
v v
nv and let $−1c ∈ AE and ic ∈ A×E be defined as follows: if nv 6= 0 we put
($−1c )v = $−nvv and (ic)v = $nvv ; if nv = 0 then we put ($−1c )v = 0 and (ic)v = 1 (for $v fixed
uniformisers in OEv ). The automorphic cycle of level c is the embedding
ιc : Xc ↪→ Y1(n), [x] 7→
[(
x x$−1c
0 1
)]
.
(This was denoted ηc in [BSW19]). When c = 1, we write ι ..= ι1. In order to apply the formalism
described in §I.3 to obtain general evaluation maps, we need to make precise the “appropriate
twists” of Construction I.2, step 2. Let M be a module admitting a right action of a semigroup
containing K1(n) and
( 1 −1
0 ic
)
. Then we consider the twist
ζ∗ : Hdc(Xc, ι∗cM )→ Hdc(Xc, ι∗M )
induced by the map
ζ : A×E ×M −→ A×E ×M,
(x,m) 7−→ (x,m ∣∣( 1 −10 ic )) .
Philosophically, we twisted the automorphic cycle to ensure the connected components were
mapped into different parts of Y1(n), but this also caused the local system to become twisted; ζ
‘untwists’ the local system. Then ι˜c ..= ζ∗ ◦ ιc,∗ is the map required in Construction I.2.
We fix Sc an idelic system of representatives of ClE(c), and for each a ∈ pi0(Xc), we denote by
xa ∈ Sc the corresponding idele. The procedure of §I.3 gives, for each a ∈ pi0(Xc), an evaluation
map
EvMc,xa : H
d
c(Y1(n),M )→MO×
E,c
.
These are naturally compatible in changing xa: if x′a = γxaur is a different choice, with u ∈ U(c),
then EvMc,x′a | ( u 1 ) = Evc,xa (see the proof of [BSW19, Prop. 10.6]; the proof works for arbitrary
M). As outlined in §I.3, they are naturally covariant in M .
II.3 Bottom and middle rows
Firstly we specialise the general discussion in I.4 about the bottom row, and give a description
of the critical L-values of f in terms of the evaluations of §II.2. We follow [BSW19].
Recall from §II.1 the modular form f of weight λ = (k, v) ∈ Z[ΣE ] × Z[ΣE ] and the class
φf ∈ Hdc(Y1(n),V ∨λ (L)), which in fact is defined over the number field Q(f). Recall Vλ is a space
of (multivariable) polynomials. Let j ∈ Z[ΣE ] and consider the map ρj : V ∨λ (Q(f)) → Q(f)
introduced in [BSW19, §5.2.3]; this is given by evaluation at some precise monomial of exponent
j + v. If j + v is the infinity type of a Hecke character, then it is shown op. cit. that this map
naturally descends to the coinvariants (V ∨λ (Q(f)))O×
E,c
. Choosing representatives xa of ClE(c),
and composing, we obtain an evaluation
Evc,xa,j ..= ρj ◦ EvV
∨
λ (Q(f))
c,xa : Hdc(Y1(n),V ∨λ (Q(f))) −→ Q(f).
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The following is [BSW19, Thm. 5.5], and completes the bottom row calculations:
Proposition II.1. For each Hecke character ϕ of E of conductor c and infinity type j+ v such
that 0 6 j 6 k we have
Evϕ(φf ) ..=
∑
a∈ClE(c)
ϕ(xa)Evc,xa,j(φf ) = (−1)r
|D|τ(ϕ)
2dΩf
· Λ(f, ϕ),
where D is the discriminant of E, τ(ϕ) is the Gauss sum attached to ϕ and r =
∑
σ∈ΣE kσ.
We now describe the middle row. Consider the overconvergent cohomology group Hdc(Y1(n),Dλ(L))
for Dλ(L) as defined in §I.5. To obtain canonical lifts, we make precise the bound Cλ(t) from
Theorem I.9 in this setting. We are in the stronger context of Remark I.10(ii).
Definition II.2. Let h = (hp)p|p ∈ Qp|p. We say that h is a small (or non-critical) slope for
the weight λ = (k, v) if for each prime p | p in E, we have
hp < Cλ(p) ..=
1 + minσ∈Σp(kσ) +
∑
σ∈Σp vp
ep
. (II.2)
(Here ep is the ramification index of p, Σp ⊂ Σ is the set of embeddings E ↪→ Q which extend
to Ep ↪→ Qp. Note Σ = unionsqpΣp).
The following control theorem is a precise version of Theorem I.9 and was proved in [BSW19,
Thm. 9.7]. For the notion of ‘multi-slope decompositions’ with respect to multiple operators, a
refinement of the theory explained in §I, see [BSW19, §9].
Theorem II.3. Let h be a small slope for λ. Then after restricting to the slope 6 h subspaces
of the Up-operators, we have an isomorphism
Hdc(Y1(n),Dλ(L))6h ∼= Hdc(Y1(n),V ∨λ (L))6h.
The control theorem applied to the class φf ∈ Hdc(Y1(n),V ∨λ (L))6h, which we assume to have
small slope, yields a canonical class Φf ∈ Hdc(Y1(n),Dλ(L)). To construct the p-adic L-function
from this class, following §I.5.3, for each ideal c | (p∞) we obtain a Galois evaluation map
Evcλ : Hdc(Y1(n),Dλ(L))→ D(Galp, L),
constructed in [BSW19, §10]. Here Expectation I.13 is shown in [BSW19, Prop. 10.9].
Definition II.4. The p-adic L-function attached to f is Lp(f) = α−1p Ev
(p)
λ (Φf ) ∈ D(Galp, L),
where αp is the Up-eigenvalue of f .
The following was the main result of [BSW19] (Theorem 12.1). We maintain the notation
of Proposition II.1.
Theorem II.5. Lp(f) is independent of all choices, and satisfies the following interpolation
property: for all Hecke characters ϕ of E with infinity type j + v, for 0 6 j 6 k, and conductor
c|p∞, we have
Lp(f, ϕ) ..=
∫
Galp
ϕ(p) · dLp(f)
= (−1)r
[
|D|τ(ϕ)$j+vc
2dαcΩf
] ∏
p|p, p-c
Zp
 · Λ(f, ϕ),
where ϕ(p) is the p-adic avatar of ϕ as in [BSW19, Def. 2.3], αc is the Uc-eigenvalue of f and
Zp ..= ϕ(p)($p)(1− α−1p ϕ(p)−1).
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II.4 Top row I: Existence of families
We now prove the existence of p-adic families for G arising as the base-change of those for G+.
II.4.1 Weight spaces, revisited
We can be more precise about the weight spaces involved. In §I, a weight for G+ was a character
on T+(Zp). An algebraic weight then has the form (k + v, v) for k, v ∈ Z[ΣE+ ], corresponding
to the character
( z w ) =
(
(zσ)σ
(wσ)σ
)
7−→
∏
σ
zkσ+vσσ w
vσ
σ ,
where σ runs over ΣE+ . It is customary to work with a modified version of this; it is classically
known [Har87] that cuspidal automorphic representations for G+ must have pure weights, with
k+ 2v ∈ Z[ΣE+ ] parallel (in the sense that (k+ 2v)σ = w for all σ ∈ ΣE+ , for some w ∈ Z called
the purity weight). In particular, we may instead represent (k+v, v) as (k,w), since this entirely
determines v. Since changing w then corresponds to twisting by some power of the determinant,
which corresponds only to changing the central character of pi by the norm, we may consider w
fixed and the weight to be determined by k. In particular, we may redefine W+ to be the rigid
space such its points are given by
W+(L) ..= Homcts([OE+ ⊗Z Zp]×, L×),
a d-dimensional space that captures all the interesting p-adic variation of weights. We similarly
define W full such that W full(L) ..= Homcts([OE ⊗Z Zp]×, L×), the full 2d-dimensional weight
space for E. We are primarily interested in a smaller subset: in particular, composing with the
norm OE → OE+ gives a map W+ ↪→W full of rigid spaces, and we define
W ..= Image(W+) ⊂ W full.
This is the space of ‘conjugate-invariant’ weights i.e. the weights λ = k ∈ W full with kσ = kcσ
for all σ ∈ Σ[E], where c is complex conjugation. After twisting pi+ (resp. pi) by some power
of the norm for E+ (resp. E), we may consider it to have weight λ+ ∈ W+ (resp. λ ∈ W).
Such a twist respects the property of being non-critical slope, since the p-adic valuations of the
eigenvalues and the small-slope bound are translated by the same value.
Remark II.6. Again, there are level considerations here to ensure non-trivial local systems.
However, we have already mitigated this by working in level K1 and restricting to pure weights:
if λ+ ∈ W+, then λ(Z(G+(Q)) ∩K+1 (n)) = 1.
II.4.2 The p-adic base-change map
Let f+ and f be as in §II.1, of weights λ+ and λ, and suppose that f is non-critical. Our
running assumptions, as explained in §II.1, imply that dimLHdc(Y1(n),V ∨λ )f = 1. Let Ω+ ⊂ W+
be a (d-dimensional) affinoid neighbourhood of λ+ in the Hilbert weight space, and let E•,+Ω+,h+
denote the local piece of the Hilbert eigenvariety over Ω+ (built from the total cohomology, as
in [Han17]). Let Ω denote the image of Ω+ in W, and let U be a (2d-dimensional) affinoid
neighbourhood of Ω in W full.
Theorem II.7. For h > 2h+, there is a finite map
BC : E•,+Ω+,h+ −→ E•U,h
of L-rigid analytic spaces over L, interpolating base-change transfer on classical points.
Proof. This kind of p-adic Langlands functoriality was first explored by Chenevier; we use the
very general formulation of [JN19]. The idea is to interpolate such a transfer on a Zariski-dense
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set of non-critical-slope classical points, which we have from the theory of automorphic base-
change and Theorem I.18. Firstly observe that both E•,+Ω+,h+ and E•U,h arise from eigenvariety
data, namely (Ω+,Z +,M •,+Ω+,h+ ,H
+
K+ , ψ
+) and (U ,Z ,M •U,h,HK , ψ), for notation as in [Han17,
§4.3]. These are related in [JN19, §4.3], formalising base-change transfer on the eigenvariety
data; and then the map is constructed in [JN19, Thm. 3.2.1]. We note that if a Hilbert modular
form has slope h+, then its base-change has slope h 6 2h+, and that any family will be non-
critical slope at a Zariski-dense set of classical weights.
We remark that the theory in [JN19] is stated in the language of adic spaces, but can be used
in the language of rigid analytic spaces, which form a fully faithful subcategory of the category
of adic spaces [Hub94].
Proposition II.8. There is a point xf+ ∈ E•,+Ω+,h+ corresponding to f+.
Proof. This is [Urb11, Thm. 5.4.4] for f+ non-critical. Since f is non-critical, we expect f+
should also be non-critical; but in any case, if it is critical, then the existence of xf+ can be
deduced by equating the eigenvarieties from overconvergent modular forms and overconvergent
cohomology again via a p-adic transfer theorem, noting that as the classical forms are a subspace
of overconvergent forms, the critical point must appear in the eigenvariety of modular forms.
Such critical points were studied in [BH17].
Now if V+ is a component of E•,+Ω+,h+ through xf+ , then its transfer V ..= BC(V+) ⊂ E•U,h is a
family through xf over Ω = Im(Ω+) ⊂ W. In particular, writing Ω = Sp(O(U)/P), we see that
P ⊂ mf .
What this does not tell us, however, is whether V is itself an irreducible component of E•U,h, or
if it is in fact a proper subspace of a (higher-dimensional) component. Algebraically, this would
mean that P is not a minimal prime in mf . The non-abelian Leopoldt conjecture (Conjecture
I.19) predicts that in fact, V will always be a component.
II.5 Top row II: descent to bottom degree
The construction of p-adic L-functions in the present setting is performed in the bottom degree d
in which automorphic representations appear. The appearance of mf in Hdc(Y1(n),DU ) for some
affinoid U , however, is far from obvious, since the general formalism is not precise about degrees.
To ensure the existence of a class, for the rest of the paper, we assume that Conjecture I.19 holds.
In particular, since in our setting the top and bottom degrees are 2d and d respectively, and
dim(W full) = 2d, every component through f has dimension d.
Let now U ⊂ W full be an affinoid neighbourhood of λ with maximal dimension (that is,
dim(U) = dim(W full)). Let mf ⊂ T•U,h be the maximal ideal corresponding to f , which exists
by Theorem I.18, and let pmin ⊂ mf be a minimal prime ideal, corresponding to an irreducible
component V of the eigenvariety through xf . Let Pmin = O(U)∩ pmin denote its contraction to
O(U), so that V lies over the subspace Ω ..= Sp(O(U)/Pmin) ⊂ W.
The localisation O(U)Pmin is a regular local ring, and its maximal ideal Pmin is generated by
a regular sequence (x1, x2, ..., xd), where the sequence has d terms since we assume Conjecture
I.19 holds for V. Up to shrinking U , we may assume that each of the xi is in O(U). Define
U0 ..= U , and for i = 1, ..., d, let
U i ..= Sp[O(U)/(x1, ..., xi)].
Then U = U0 ⊃ U1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Ud = Ω.
The following non-vanishing, due to Newton [Han17, App. B], is the reason for assuming the
non-abelian Leopoldt conjecture.
Proposition II.9. Suppose Conjecture I.19 holds for V. Then for each i = 0, ..., d, we have
H2d−ic (Y1(n),DUi)
6h
f 6= 0.
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Proof. This is precisely [Han17, Prop. B.3], combined with the remark at the end of App. B op.
cit., which means that if dim(V) = d, the minimal degree r such that Hrc(Y1(n),DU )6hf 6= 0 is
equal to the top degree 2d.
Remark II.10. We briefly indicate why Conjecture I.19 is required. Generally, when working in
the top degree, specialisation of the weight is surjective on the cohomology, since the codomain
is in H2d+1c = 0. This gives the non-vanishing of H2dc (Y1(n),DU )
6h
f by Nakayama. Then for each
i, the short exact sequence 0 → DUi → DUi → DUi+1 → 0 gives rise to a connecting surjective
map
Hjc(Y1(n),DUi+1)
6h
f −→ Hj+1c (Y1(n),DUi)6hf [xi+1].
For appropriate j, as in the theorem, one shows this is an isomorphism: so ‘torsion in degree
j + 1 gives classes in degree j’. The conjecture then implies that ‘the torsion is maximal’, so
that we can descend maximally to bottom degree.
Definition II.11. Let P ⊂ O(U) be a prime, and define Σ ..= Sp(O(U)/P). We say f varies in
a family over Σ if there exists a prime p ⊂ mf such that P = p ∩O(Σ). The family is maximal
if p is a minimal prime.
Let Ω ⊂ W be small enough that f varies in a family over Ω; then by definition, if Σ ⊂ Ω is
any Zariski-closed subspace containing λ, then f varies in a family over Σ. (In the sequel, we
wish to apply this to one-dimensional affinoids inside Ω). If λ ∈ W, we use a subscript O(−)λ
for the (algebraic) localisation of O(−) at mλ.
Corollary II.12. Suppose Conjecture I.19 holds, and f varies in a family over an affinoid
Σ ⊂ W full. Then
Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)
6h
f 6= 0.
Proof. From the definition, Σ = Sp(O(U)/P) for some prime P. Let pmin be a minimal prime
of T•U,h contained in P ·T•U,h, which is thus contained in mf by definition of P. Let Pmin denote
its contraction to O(U), and let Ω ..= Sp(O(U)/Pmin). By Conjecture I.19 and Proposition II.9,
we know Hdc(Y1(n),DΩ)
6h
f 6= 0.
The localisation O(U)P is a regular local ring with maximal ideal PO(U)P; let (x1, ..., xr)
be a regular sequence generating this ideal. Up to shrinking U , we may suppose xi ∈ O(U).
Necessarily r > d, and we may choose this sequence so that (x1, ..., xd) generates Pmin (and is
thus the regular sequence chosen in the proof of [Han17, Prop. B.3]). For i = 0, ..., r − d, let
Ωi ..= Sp
[O(U)/(x1, ..., xd+i)].
Then Ω0 = Ω and Ωr−d = Σ. For each i 6 r − d − 1, we have a short exact sequence 0 →
DΩi xi+1−−−→ DΩi → DΩi+1 → 0, giving a long exact sequence
· · · → Hdc(Y1(n),DΩi)
xi+1−−−→ Hdc(Y1(n),DΩi) −→ Hdc(Y1(n),DΩi+1)→ · · · ,
which, after taking small slopes, localising and truncating, gives an injection
0→ Hdc(Y1(n),DΩi)6hf ⊗O(Ωi)λ O(Ωi)λ/(xi+1) ↪→ Hdc(Y1(n),DΩi+1)6hf . (II.3)
Now suppose Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)
6h
f is zero. Since Σ = Ωr−d, by (II.3) and Nakayama’s lemma we
see that Hdc(Y1(n),DΩr−d−1)
6h
f = 0. Continuing by induction, since Ω0 = Ω we conclude that
Hdc(Y1(n),DΩ)
6h
f = 0,
which contradicts Proposition II.9. Thus we have the required non-vanishing.
Note that by Theorem II.7, Proposition II.8 and the veracity of Conjecture I.19 for G+ (since
in this case ` = 0), we know that f varies in maximal-dimension families over W.
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II.6 Étaleness over smooth curves
Let Σ ⊂ W be a one-dimensional neighbourhood of λ, and assume it is smooth at λ. (For
example, Σ could be a neighbourhood in any line through λ).
Proposition II.13. The space Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)
6h
f is free of rank one over O(Σ)λ.
Proof. Since Σ is a curve smooth at λ, the maximal ideal mλ ⊂ O(Σ)λ is principal. Let m be a
generator. Then multiplication by m induces a truncated long exact sequence
0→ Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)6hf ⊗O(Σ)λ O(Σ)λ/mλ ↪→ Hdc(Y1(n),Dλ)6hf .
exactly as in (II.3). The right-hand side is isomorphic to Hdc(Y1(n),V ∨λ )
6h
f , since f is non-critical;
but our assumptions on f ensure that this is a one-dimensional L-vector space (II.1). It follows
that the left-hand side is either 0 or the map is an isomorphism. But if it were zero, Nakayama’s
lemma would imply that Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)
6h
f = 0, which contradicts Corollary II.12. So the map
is an isomorphism and
dimL
[
Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)
6h
f ⊗O(Σ)λ O(Σ)λ/mλ
]
= 1.
Nakayama’s lemma then implies that Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)
6h
f is cyclic over O(Σ)λ, of the form O(Σ)λ/I
for some ideal I inside the maximal ideal mλ.
To conclude, it suffices to prove that this module is torsion-free, since then I = 0. We do
this in the next lemma.
Lemma II.14. Let Ω be any affinoid containing λ. The space Hdc(Y1(n),DΩ)
6h
f is torsion-free.
Proof. The result is trivial if the module is 0, so assume it is non-zero; it then suffices to prove
it is mλ-torsion-free. Let y ∈ mλ be any element, and define Ωy ..= Sp(O(Ω)/(y)). By [Han17,
Prop. 4.5.2], we know that for any j < d we have
Hjc(Y1(n),DΩy )
6h
f = 0. (II.4)
Now consider the short exact sequence 0→ DΩ y−→ DΩ → DΩy → 0. The localised long exact
sequence attached to this truncates to
Hd−1c (Y1(n),DΩy )
6h
f → Hdc(Y1(n),DΩ)6hf
y−→ Hdc(Y1(n),DΩ)6hf .
The first term is zero by (II.4); so multiplication by y is injective on the cohomology, which is
therefore y-torsion-free. We conclude since y was arbitrary.
In the case required in the proof of Proposition II.13, that is for Ω = Σ, we need only check
the torsion-free property for y = m, the generator of mλ from above; and then Ωy = {λ}, and
we know Hjc(Y1(n),Dλ)
6h
f = 0 simply by the non-criticality of f , without appealing to [Han17].
Drawing the results of the previous two sections together, we have shown:
Corollary II.15. Assume Conjecture I.19. Let Σ ⊂ W be a curve smooth at λ.
(1) Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)
6h
f is free of rank one over (T
d
Σ,h)f .
(2) There is a point xf ∈ EdΣ,h, at which the weight map EdΣ,h → Σ is étale.
(3) There is a unique component V of EdΣ,h through xf , and it has dimension one.
Proof. Since Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)
6h
f is free of rank one over O(Σ)λ, its endomorphism ring is O(Σ)λ,
and we deduce that (TdΣ,h)f ∼= O(Σ)λ. This gives (1) and the existence of the point xf .
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We turn to étaleness of the weight map. Until now all of our localisations have been algebraic.
To derive rigid geometric consequences we would like instead to study rigid localisations. The
results of [BGR84, §7.3.2(3)] say that if X = Sp(A) is a rigid space, then the rigid localisation
of A at a point x is always a faithfully flat (Noetherian) extension of the algebraic localisation
of A at mx, and that these local rings have the same residue field and completions.
By (1), the map O(Σ) → O(EdΣ,h) = TdΣ,h is étale after algebraically localising at λ and
xf respectively. This map is of finite type by the slope condition. Since a finite type local
homomorphism of Noetherian local rings is étale if and only if the induced map on completions
is étale, and the rigid and algebraic local rings have the same completions, we thus obtain rigid
étaleness from algebraic étaleness. Then (3) is a direct consequence of (2).
Remark II.16. We remark that we are in a somewhat surreal situation in which having less
variation is important in controlling p-adic families. Knowledge of Conjecture I.19 also has
very nice consequences in the study of a conjecture of Venkatesh on the freeness of the total
cohomology over derived Hecke algebra: in [HT17, Cor. 4.10], Hansen and Thorne prove a
p-adic realisation of his motivic conjecture under its assumption. In particular, they prove
that the total cohomology at p˜i, with p-adic coefficients, is free of rank one over ∧•Vpi, where
Vpi ..= ker(O(U)λ → TU,p˜i) ⊗ O(U)/mλ; note that under the conjecture, Vpi has dimension `.
Under some additional assumptions, they show that Vpi is a p-adic Selmer group.
Remark II.17. If E is imaginary quadratic, then Conjecture I.19 is true, the families are all
one-dimensional, and this is the whole story. If E is larger, then we always have more variation,
and this étaleness result can be lifted to at least two-dimensional neighbourhoods. Indeed, let
Ω ⊃ Σ ⊃ {λ} inside W be smooth at λ. By repeating the arguments above, we can show
Hdc(Y1(n),DΩ)
6h
f ⊗O(Ω)λ O(Ω)λ/(n) ↪→ Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)6hf , (II.5)
where mλ = (m,n) ⊂ O(Ω)λ. Moreover the left-hand side is non-zero by Corollary II.12. Since
the right-hand side is isomorphic to O(Σ)λ – a principal ideal domain – the left-hand side
is cyclic, and Nakayama says that Hdc(Y1(n),DΩ)
6h
f is also cyclic over O(Ω)λ. But it is also
torsion-free by Lemma II.14, hence free of rank one.
Going beyond this appears to be difficult, however, since it is hard to control the cokernel of
the injection (II.3) in general (See also Remark II.21). For the p-adic Artin formalism of §III,
1-dimensional variation is enough.
II.7 Families of p-adic L-functions
Let Σ be a smooth curve through λ as above, let V be the unique component through xf in
EdΣ,h. We know from Corollary II.15 that
Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)
6h
f
..= Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)6h ⊗TdΣ,h (T
d
Σ,h)f is free of rank one over (TdΣ,h)f , (II.6)
where both sides are algebraic localisations. We would like to lift this to an affinoid neighbour-
hood. Thus consider the rigid analytic localisation
Txf ..= lim−→
xf∈Sp(T )⊂V
T,
which by [BGR84, §7.3.2] is faithfully flat over (TdΣ,h)f . Overconvergent cohomology defines a
rigid coherent sheaf F on EdΣ,h [Han17, Thm. 4.2.2]; tensoring (II.6) over (TdΣ,h)f with Txf , the
rigid stalk
Fxf = Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)6h ⊗TdΣ,h Txf is free of rank one over Txf .
Then possibly after shrinking U and V, we can find a direct summand T of TdΣ,h such that:
• Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)6h ⊗TdΣ,h T is free of rank one over T (since by [BSDJ17, Lem. 2.10], an
isomorphism on rigid stalks lifts to an isomorphism on neighbourhoods),
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• V = Sp(T ) is affinoid, and étale over Σ (since étaleness is an open condition).
Indeed, T is always a quotient of TdΣ,h, and étaleness ensures it is a summand. It follows that
Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)6h ⊗TdΣ,h T ⊂ H
d
c(YK ,DΣ)6h
is also a summand.
Let now ΦV be a generator of this module. Note that after possibly further shrinking V, we
may assume that every classical y ∈ V is non-critical and dimLHdc(Y1(n),V ∨λy )fy = 1, where y
corresponds to a refinement fy of an automorphic representation of weight λy.
Proposition II.18. For any classical y ∈ V(L), there exists a p-adic period cy ∈ L such that
spλy (ΦV) = cy · Φfy .
Proof. Let y be such a point, corresponding to a maximal ideal my. Then Hdc(Y1(n),Dλy (L))
6h
fy
is a one-dimensional L-vector space, as the classical cohomology is a line and fy is non-critical.
It is spanned by Φfy , a lift of a classical generator. The methods above show that
Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)6h ⊗TdΣ,h T/my ∼= H
d
c(Y1(n),DΣ)
6h
fy
⊗O(Σ)λ O(Σ)λ/mλy
∼= Hdc(Y1(n),Dλ)6hfy ,
where the last isomorphism was proved in Proposition II.13. Thus the image of ΦV under spλy
also lands in this L-line. But then the result follows.
Remark II.19. Note we can always shrink yet further so that cy 6= 0 for all y. The class Φfy
itself is only well-defined up to scaling by an element of a number field Q(fy) over which the
Hecke eigenvalues are defined, the indeterminacy corresponding to scaling the periods. It is
natural to ask if the cy themselves can be p-adically interpolated. An approach to this might
be to consider overconvergent Eichler–Shimura isomorphisms (as in [AIS15]).
In §I.8, we described evaluation maps Evcλ and
EvcV : Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)6h ⊗O(Σ) O(V)→ D(Galp,O(Σ))⊗O(Σ) O(V)
∼= D(Galp,O(V)),
related by
spy ◦ EvcV = Evcλy ◦ spλy .
(Here, since we have V → Σ étale, we do not need to be careful about whether we take spλ or
spy, but in non-étale situations more care is needed).
Definition II.20. Define the p-adic L-function over V to be Lp(V) ..= α−1p Ev(p)V (ΦV) where αp
is the Up eigenvalue of ΦV .
Then
spy(Lp(V)) = α−1p (y)spy ◦ Ev(p)V (ΦV)
= α−1p (y)Ev
(p)
λy
◦ spλy (ΦV) = α−1p (y)cy · Ev(p)λy (Φf ) = cy · Lp(f),
so that Lp(V) interpolates the p-adic L-functions of classical points in V, as required. To recover
the formulation of Theorem B in the introduction, we identify O(V+) and O(V) under the base-
change map, and use the Amice transform to identify D(Galp,O(V+)) with O(V+×X (Galp)).
This p-adic L-function has d + 2 + δE variables, where δE is the Leopoldt defect, which
Leopoldt’s conjecture predicts is zero. These comprise one weight variable and d + δE + 1
variables over the Galois group Galp.
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Remark II.21. We comment on variation in higher-dimensional families. In Remark II.17, we
described an étaleness result for smooth 2-dimensional affinoids Ω in weight space, which gives
a canonical class ΦΩ in Hdc(Y1(n),DΩ)
6h
f . However, this does not immediately translate into
variation of p-adic L-functions over such Ω. One needs to prove that the natural map
Hdc(Y1(n),DΩ)
6h
f −→ Hdc(Y1(n),Dλ)6hf (II.7)
is surjective, so that ΦΩ does interpolate the classes Φfy over Ω. For this one needs to rule out
the possibility that
Hdc(Y1(n),DΩ)
6h
f ⊗O(Ω)λ O(Σ)λ ↪→ Hdc(Y1(n),DΣ)6hf ∼= O(Σ)λ
lands in a proper submodule of O(Σ)λ, which would then be inside the maximal ideal mλ and
be mapped to 0 under further specialisation. In this case, the image of (II.7) would be 0.
More generally, for an arbitrary affinoid U , if we could prove
Hdc(Y1(n),DU )
6h
f ⊗O(U)λ O(U)λ/mλ ∼= Hdc(Y1(n),Dλ)6hf ,
then the methods of this section would be enough to show both étaleness over U , giving a
class ΦU,f , and specialisation of ΦU,f at classical points, giving a p-adic L-function varying
over all of U . When f appears in only one degree of cohomology, the Tor spectral sequence
TorO(U)−i (Hjc(Y1(n),DU )
6h
f ,O(U)λ/mλ) =⇒ Hi+jc (Y1(n),Dλ)6hf degenerates at the E2 page and
gives the required isomorphism when combined with Corollary II.12. This is not true for the
E0,d2 term in general, due to the non-vanishing of higher cohomology and Tor groups.
II.8 The non-base-change case
We remark briefly on the more general case where f is non-critical but not necessarily base-
change. In this case, much of the above goes through if we work with W full instead of the
base-change (conjugate-invariant) weights W. The general results of §I.6.5 still yield a point
xf ∈ E•U,h; assuming non-abelian Leopoldt we may still exhibit a family through xf lying over a
d-dimensional subspace Ω ⊂ W full; and the results of §II.5 yield non-vanishing of Hdc(YK ,DΩ)f .
If Σ ⊂ Ω is a curve containing (and smooth at) λ, then the results of §II.6 then show that there
is a unique component V of EdΣ,h through xf , which moreover is étale at xf . Then §II.7 provides
the construction of a p-adic L-function Lp(V) over V, which specialises to cy · Lp(fy) at any
classical point y ∈ V (and in particular at xf ).
The base-change hypothesis above is used only to control Ω. In this case the p-adic base-
change transfer of §II.4.2 shows that Ω can be taken to be an affinoid in W, which is smooth at
λ, and allows us to parametrise explicit smooth curves Σ through xf . Moreover we may always
take Σ to contain a Zariski-dense set of classical points. If we drop the base-change hypothesis,
then it seems very difficult to prove any smoothness result, and further we cannot guarantee
that Ω contains any pure weight except for λ. In particular (even assuming smoothness) the
values of Lp(V) will not in general compute classical L-values. Such non-classical families – and
their p-adic L-functions – remain very mysterious, and it would be particularly interesting to
have a better understanding of their arithmetic (and what they can tell us about f).
III p-adic Artin formalism
III.1 Statement
Let f+ be a Hilbert modular form over E+, and f its base-change to E. We maintain the
assumptions as in §II.1, and assume that f+, f+ ⊗ χE/E+ and f are non-critical, where χE/E+
is the quadratic Hecke character of E+ attached to E/E+. By Artin formalism we have
L(f, ψ, s) = L(f+, ψ, s)L(f+ ⊗ χE/E+ , ψ, s).
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In Tate’s formulation, this is L(f, ϕ ◦NE/E+) = L(f+⊗χE/E+ , ϕ)L(f+, ϕ), where ϕ is a Hecke
character of E+. In this section, we prove a p-adic analogue.
The overconvergent cohomology construction of p-adic L-functions of Hilbert forms was given
in [BS18], and varied in families in [BSDJ17, BH17]. As χE/E+ is quadratic, the slopes at p of
f+ and f+ ⊗ χE/E+ are equal, so f+ ⊗ χE/E+ is non-critical slope if and only if f+ is.
Let E+,cyc = E+(µp∞); then there is a natural projection Gal+p → Gal+,cycp ..= Gal(E+,cyc/E+).
For the rest of the paper, we abuse notation and write Lp(f+) (resp. Lp(f+ ⊗ χE/E+)) for the
distribution over Gal+,cycp obtained from the p-adic L-function of f+ (resp. f ⊗ χE/E+).
Definition III.1. Let prE/E+ : Galp → Gal+,cycp be the natural projection. Define Lcycp (f) ∈
D(Gal+,cycp , L), the restriction to the cyclotomic line, by∫
Gal+,cycp
ϕ · dLcycp (f) ..=
∫
Galp
(ϕ ◦ prE/E+) · dLp(f),
for ϕ ∈ A(Gal+,cycp , L).
Theorem III.2. Suppose the non-abelian Leopoldt conjecture holds for f . Then
Lcycp (f) = Lp(f+) · Lp(f+ ⊗ χE/E+)
as distributions on Gal+,cycp .
Here the non-abelian Leopoldt conjecture is required for the existence of the base-change
family of p-adic L-functions above.
Remark III.3. We restrict to Gal+,cycp to ensure it is a one-dimensional p-adic group, so that
distributions on it can be uniquely determined by admissibility and interpolation properties
[AV75]. Note that Leopoldt’s conjecture would imply that Gal+p is, in any case, only a finite
extension of Gal+,cycp , and hence is itself one-dimensional. In particular, given the (usual)
Leopoldt conjecture, one could replace every instance of Gal+,cycp in this section with Gal+p .
III.2 The theorem for extremely small slope
The following is a more-or-less automatic, but key, first step in proving Theorem III.2.
Proposition III.4. The distributions Lcycp (f) and Lp(f+)Lp(f+⊗χE/E+) agree at any critical
Hecke character.
Proof. By classical Artin formalism, the complex L-values agree. One can choose the complex
periods in a compatible way. Thus one needs to check that the p-adic interpolation factors of the
two sides agree, which is an exercise in book-keeping. The most difficult step is the compatibility
of Gauss sums, which is a characteristic 0 version of the classical Hasse–Davenport identity; see
[Mar72, §6, Cor. 1]. In the Bianchi case, this is explained in detail in [BSW18, §7].
Define a renormalised Up-operator U◦p ..= p−vUp to ensure its integrality, as in the proof
of [BSW19, Prop. 9.4]. Let h◦p be the slope of the U◦p -eigenvalue of f+, which is constant in
families. We say f+ has extremely small slope if h◦p < 12min(kσ + 1).
Proposition III.5. If f+ has extremely small slope, then Theorem III.2 holds for f+, f .
Proof. The distributions Lp(f+) and Lp(f+⊗χE/E+) are admissible of order h◦p, then Lp(f+)Lp(f+⊗
χE/E+) is of order 2h◦p < min(kσ + 1). Moreover, as the slope of f is twice the slope of f+
(as αp(f) = αp(f+)2) then Lcycp (f) is also admissible of order 2h◦p. Then by [AV75] they are
uniquely determined by their interpolation properties, and we conclude using III.4.
When f+ does not have extremely small slope, the argument no longer works, as both sides
are not uniquely determined by the interpolation. We instead argue using p-adic families.
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III.3 Twisted p-adic L-functions
Let V+ be a family through f+ in an eigenvariety EdΣ+,h+ . Note that d is the only degree of
cohomology in which f+ appears, so this makes sense. From [BSDJ17, BH17] we obtain a class
ΦV+ ∈ Hdc(Y1(n+),DΣ+)6h
+
f+ ,
and the evaluation maps into D(Gal+p ,O(V+)), as required to construct Lp(V+) via the methods
of §I. Since V+ is étale over Σ+ [BSDJ17], we consider this to be valued inO(Σ+). As f+⊗χE/E+
is non-critical, up to shrinking Σ+ there exists a family V + through it, étale over Σ+.
Lemma III.6. The family V + is V+ ⊗ χE/E+ i.e. each classical point of V +, corresponding
to a modular form g′ of weight µ, is of the form g ⊗ χE/E+ for g the point of V above µ.
Proof. We again use p-adic Langlands functoriality [JN19, Thm. 3.2.1]. Let d = cond(χE/E+) =
disc(E/E+) ⊂ OE+ . Classically, twisting by χE/E+ gives a map
−⊗ χE/E+ : Sλ+(K1(n+)) −→ Sλ+(K1(n+d2)),
recalling that n+ and d are assumed coprime. On Hecke eigenvalues, the Tv-eigenvalues are
multiplied by χE/E+(v), the Up-eigenvalues by χE/E+(p) and the eigenvalues of the diamond
operator 〈u〉 are multiplied by χE/E+(u)2 (i.e. the character is multiplied by χ2E/E+).
We apply [JN19, Thm. 3.2.1] again to interpolate this to a map η : V+ → EdΣ+,H+(K1(n+d2)).
There is a natural map of Hecke algebras from level K1(n+d2) to level K1(n+), where Tv is
mapped to χE/E+(v)Tv for v - n+d2, the Up operators are sent to χE/E+(p)Up, and the diamond
operator 〈u〉 for u (mod n+d2) is sent to χ2E/E+(u)〈u (mod n)〉, and one checks that this gives η.
The image of η gives a family of Hecke eigensystems through f+ ⊗ χE/E+ . But this must be
V +, the unique such family.
We deduce that there exists a p-adic L-function Lp(V+ ⊗ χE/E+) which, after restricting to
E+,cyc, we consider to be in D(Gal+,cycp ,O(V+ ⊗χE/E+)). Using étaleness over Σ+, we see this
as valued in O(Σ+). In particular, Lp(V+)Lp(V+⊗χE/E+) makes sense in D(Gal+,cycp ,O(Σ+)).
III.4 The theorem in families
We consider the line through λ,Wλ, obtained from λ by allowing translation by parallel weights;
that is, λ′ ∈ Wλ if and only if λ′ − λ is parallel. As λ ∈ W is pure, we have Wλ ⊂ W. In
particular, above Σ ⊂ Wλ a sufficiently small neighbourhood of λ, we have a family V+ through
f+ in the Hilbert eigenvariety, and a base-change family V through f in the CM eigenvariety.
Then we have p-adic L-functions Lp(V+) and Lp(V+ ⊗ χE/E+) over O(Σ+).
Under Conjecture I.19, we have a p-adic L-function Lp(V) over V. Let Lcycp (V) be its restric-
tion to the cyclotomic line. Since V is étale over Σ, we may consider Lcycp (V ) to be valued in
O(Σ), which we identify with O(Σ+) in the natural way.
Proposition III.7. Up to renormalising Lcycp (V) by an element of O(Σ+)×, we have
Lcycp (V) = Lp(V+) · Lp(V+ ⊗ χE/E+) ∈ D(Gal+,cycp ,O(Σ+)).
Proof. The space Σ+ contains a Zariski-dense set of classical weights, and at a Zariski-dense
subset of these, the slope of V+ will satisfy the conditions of Proposition III.5. At any classical
point y+ ∈ V+ lying above a weight in this Zariski-dense set, the interpolation properties of
the p-adic L-functions – and Proposition III.5 – imply the existence of a p-adic period Cy =
cy+cy+⊗χE/E+/cy such that
spy+
[
Lcycp (V)
]
= Cy · spy+
[
Lp(V+) · Lp(V+ ⊗ χE/E+)
]
.
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Exactly the same proof as [BSW18, Prop. 6.2] then shows that the function y 7→ Cy interpolates
to an element of O(Σ+), which is equal to 1 at f and which we may take to be a unit after
possibly shrinking Σ+ further. The result follows after renormalising by this element.
Theorem III.2 then follows by specialising Proposition III.7 at xf+ . Note that the p-adic
period at f may be taken to be equal to 1, so we get equality without an extra p-adic period.
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